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The BUNN 36725.0000 3.8 Liter Lever-Action Air pot in 
Stainless Steel ensures hot coffee for hours. With a brew-
through insert and lever action for easy use, the air pot 
can hold up to 128-Ounces (3.8 Liters). Features3.8 Liter 
(128-Ounce) capacity.  Stainless steel lining ensures hot 
coffee for hours.  Brew-through lid with lever-action for 
easy use.  New from $80 

 

Used $40.00 



Laurentis 2 Group Espresso Machine 

Used, in good working order.  Normally used $2595. 
 
 
 
 
 

Used $2000 
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Air pot, Eco-Air, 2.2 liter (74.4oz). This air pot has a smooth 
body with a glass-lined, lever style. This air pot comes insu-
lated.  It comes in stainless steel with a black top. Never run 
out of coffee again-keeping you, and your customers, happy. 
This air pot holds heat for 6-8 hours. Hand washable.   New 
from $150 

Used $75 each 
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This item can sit on most 12 cup brewer warming plates. 
The brew-thru lid has a little ball that floats when the coffee 
is flowing into the server. When the batch is brewed, the 
ball drops down to keep the steam in. The bail handle is 
like a bucket handle. It is more expensive than the handles 
that are stationary, but is easier to carry. Model 1GPR-FF 
The FF is for the fast flow faucet. Holds 1 Gallon of Hot 
Coffee or two 12 cup pots of coffee. Portable Bail Handle 
can take it to any location.  New $128 

 

Used $65 each 

BUNN Dual Coffee Brewer  

Works Perfectly!  Extra: Has Hot Water Tap! Stainless 
Exterior Automatic Brewing Electric 120 (Commercial 
Cord  included!) NSF / UL / EL Approved. Brand Bunn 
Model: Dual Retail Price Over $1600  

 

 

Used $600 



Vintage Hanson Utility Scale.  For display use only 
is not calibrated. 

 

Used :  $25 
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This item can sit on most 12 cup brewer warming plates. 
The brew-thru lid has a little ball that floats when the coffee 
is flowing into the server. When the batch is brewed, the 
ball drops down to keep the steam in. The bail handle is 
like a bucket handle. It is more expensive than the handles 
that are stationary, but is easier to carry. Model 1GPR-FF 
The FF is for the fast flow faucet. Holds 1 Gallon of Hot 
Coffee or two 12 cup pots of coffee. Portable Bail Handle 
can take it to any location.  New $128 

 

Used $65 each 



The 2 lbs MD 50 Coffee Grinder (MD 50 ST) from Rancilio is 
a simply phenomenal, semi-automatic coffee grinder. As any 
coffee or espresso connoisseur will tell you, a top-quality 
coffee grinder makes all the difference when it comes to 
brewing remarkable, consistent coffee and espresso, and 
the MD 50 is one of the absolute grinders money can buy. It 
features 64mm flat-wheel grinding burrs that produce dra-
matically more even and consistent grounds than any grind-
ers with blades. The MD 50 can grind up to twenty pounds 
per hour and also comes equipped with step less grind ad-
justment so that you can hone in on just the right grind pro-
file, even if it may have been between steps on another 
grinder. Features: 64mm (2. 5") flat-wheel grinding burrs, 2. 
2 lbs. bean hopper capacity, Stainless steel and die-cast aluminum 

construction.  New from $1050. 

 

Used $525 

Use this Bloomfield 8543-D2 Koffee King in-line pourover coffee maker to brew 
all of your best-selling blends! This model boasts a unique sprayhead design to 
agitate the coffee grounds during brewing, resulting in a rich, full-bodied taste in 
every cup. One warmer below the brew basket and another on top let you hold 
two decanters at just the right temperature for serving, and its pourover design 
eliminates the need for a water line connection.  Includes 1 coffee decanter with 
stainless steel bottom. 
- Easy to clean stainless steel construction; 1-piece stainless steel water tank 
- Easy access design for simple maintenance 
- Ready to brew light indicates when the machine has reached the proper water 
temperature 
- UL and NSF Listed; 120V, 1700W, cord and NEMA 5-15P plug included 

 

Used;  $122. 
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Toast-Qwik Conveyor Toaster, horizontal conveyor, coun-
tertop design, all bread types toaster, approximately 300 
slices/hour capacity, 5 slice capacity/min, 2" opening 
height, 4" legs 

 

 

Used  $340 

The 11 lb Dual Hopper Food Service Coffee Grinder – Single 
Portion (250) from Grindmaster is a commercial grade unit 
that’s dependable yet economical. It has two hoppers, each 
of which can hold 5.5 pounds of whole bean coffee. It has a 
grind range of 0.25 to 18 ounces. The Grindmaster 250 has 
patented universal brew rails that accept all brew baskets. 
This unit accommodates all types of brewing equipment. Ben-
efits: Large grinding burrs for excellent grind profile and fast 
grinding time, Troubleshooting guide decals with toll-free 
phone number affixed to the back of each grinder for quick 
reference, Years of proven performance and reliability for 
ease of mind. New $960 

 

Used $480 
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This Bunn RWS1 warmer accepts 1 or 1 1/2 gallon 
Bunn coffee servers. It features a stainless steel finish 
with plastic legs that can be adjusted to suit your 
space limitations. 
The Bunn RWS1 warmer is great for front or back of 
the house use. With the coffee warmer, you can brew 
coffee in one area and serve it in another.  
The Bunn coffee server warmer has a 120V, 100 watt 
electrical rating and is UL and NSF Listed. 
Overall Dimensions: 
Width: 8 1/4" 
Depth: 9 1/4" 
Height: 7 1/2"   New From $77 

 

Used $39 each 
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Heavy Gauge 18.8 Stainless Steel Construction – Completely 
welded seams for long-lasting durability.  NSF Listed  Stand-
ard Welded Handles – For easy lifting. 

Tall Base Design – 8.125” clearance makes filling tall iced tea 
glasses quick and easy.  Sloped Tank Bottom with Special 
Front Drain Design – Allows complete waste-proof dispensing 
with no residue.  Stainless Steel Faucet Shaft – Integral to 
the tank virtually eliminates leaks and breakage.  3.5 Gallon.  
New from $97 

 

Used $48 each 


